
AAII Model vs. SP 500 index fund.

On a semi log graph, the slope of a straight line between two points is rate of change. Steep up is greater
rate of change. Steep down is greater rate of decline. Flat is 0% change.

The vertical distance between two points on a line is the percentage change. On this graph doubling
(1OO% increase)is 1.5 cm.

ln 2002 the Model and SP500 were same point on graph: same total return from 1993 to 2002. After
2002, Model line rose very steeply 2002 through 2OO7. Separation between the two lines was 2.4 cm

They are separated today by 2.4 cm. That means total percentage change for the two has been the same
since 2008. (l could draw straight lines for each from the start of 200g to the present. Those lines would
be parallel meaning the return rates have been the same.)

From 2015 to the present, the vertical distance change for the Model is 1.1 cm. That,s less than the 2.4
cm change for the SP 500. One can translate 1.1 cm change and Z.4cm change into the amount of
change- The Model has returned HALF that ofthe Sp 5OO index fund.
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AAll Model vs. SP 500 index fund.

On a semi log graph, the slope of a straight line between two points is rate of change. Steep up is greater
rate of change. Steep down is greater rate of decline. Flat is 0% change.

The vertical distance between two points on a line is the percentage change. On this graph doubling
(lOOYo increase) is 1.5 cm.

ln 2002 the Model and SP500 were same point on graph: same total return from 1993 to 2002. After
2002, Model line rose very steeply 2002 through ZOA7. Separation between the two lines was 2.4 cm

They are separated today by 2.4 cm. That means total percentage change for the two has been the same
since 2008. (l could draw straight lines for each from the start of 200g to the present. Those lines would
be parallel meaning the return rates have been the same.)

From 2015 to the present, the vertical distance change for the Model is 1.1 cm. That,s less than the 2.4
cm change for the SP 500. One can translate l-.1 cm change and 2.4 cm change into the amount of
change. The Model has returned HALF that of the Sp 500 index fund.
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